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Abstract: Reducing friction losses is one of the most common ways to improve fluid film bearings,
whose adjustable design provides additional opportunities to improve their dynamic and tribological
properties. Previous studies have shown the possibility of reducing viscous friction in actively
lubricated bearings by adjusting the rotor position. This work provides a theoretical justification
for the mechanism of this effect for the cases of purely laminar lubricant flows in journal bearings.
The operating modes connected with the transition to turbulent phenomena and the occurrence of
Taylor vortices are beyond the scope of this paper. Conditions that ensure the minimization of friction
losses in hydrodynamic and hybrid bearings with hydrostatic parts are determined based on the
equations describing viscous friction in a fluid film. In non-adjustable plain hydrodynamic bearings,
the minimum of friction is achieved with the centered shaft position that is actually unstable due
to the resulting forces configuration. In actively lubricated hybrid bearings, a further reduction in
viscous friction is possible by combining film thickness and pressure distributions. Recombining
them, along with adjustment of the shaft position, allows the optimization of the distribution of shear
stresses in the fluid film. As a result, the shear stresses caused by the rotation of the shaft can be
partially compensated by the stresses caused by the pressure gradient, reducing the torque-resisting
rotation. In addition, additional benefits can be obtained in the minimum friction state by the reduced
lubricant flow and power losses to its pumping. A series of numerical calculations for elliptical, 3-,
and 4-lobe bearings show that non-circular bores provide additional variability in film thickness
distribution and a premise for optimizing the bearing tribological parameters. Four-lobe bearing
demonstrated the best ability for reducing viscous friction among the considered designs. The results
obtained can be used as a basis for further optimization of the geometry of fluid film bearings of both
active and passive designs by reducing power losses due to viscous friction.

Keywords: fluid film journal bearings; hybrid bearings; non-circular bearings; active lubrication;
hydrodynamic lubrication; friction losses; shear stresses; friction reduction

1. Introduction

Although fluid film bearings provide a relatively low friction coefficient in hydro-
dynamic lubrication mode, the total energy costs to overcome viscous friction can be
significant, especially in some high-speed and/or powerful machines [1]. Reduction of
friction in fluid film bearings also provides a reduction in heat generation, in the lubricant
degradation rate, an increase in the minimum film thickness, and in the overall reliability
of the machine. Papers [2,3] provide an overview of the most common and advanced ways
to reduce friction in sliding bearings. The problem is most relevant for vehicle engines [4,5],
power-generating machines [1,6], and a number of other applications.

Improving the lubricants’ properties is one of the most obvious ways to reduce friction
in fluid film bearings. The most common ways are including additives in oils [7] and using
less viscous liquids for lubrication [8].
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A number of known methods for reducing friction assume improving the bearing
geometry at different spatial scales. Considering the micro- and meso-levels, good results,
such as reducing friction by tens of percentage, are obtained by texturing the bearing
and/or rotor surfaces [9,10]. A review of such methods is presented, for example, in [11].

Regarding the macro-level, friction in bearings is reduced, for example, by introducing
deformable regions [12] and optimizing the design and geometry of the unit as a whole [13].
An overview of actual and prospective design solutions for reducing friction in hydrostatic
bearings, for example, is given in the already-mentioned paper [1].

The development of adjustable bearings gives additional potential to improve their
tribological parameters, although, at the moment, friction is still quite rarely considered
a controlled parameter in such systems. In [14,15], friction is considered an adjustable
parameter for the general case of flat shear-pressure flows. Paper [16] describes a reduction
in friction in linear sliding bearings by applying vibration actuators. In [17], viscous friction
in a fluid film bearing is considered a parameter influenced by other adjustable parameters,
in particular, by the lubricant supply pressure. However, the approaches to reducing
friction in passive and active bearings are not limited to this.

This work is based on our previous research on actively lubricated journal bearings.
In [18], the presence of minimum viscous friction was found numerically for the first time
during the investigation of the bearing controller in connection with the adjustable shaft
position in the bearing. Paper [19] considered the friction control in an actively lubricated
journal and thrust bearings together with the control of the rotor position in more detail. A
classification of the mechanisms for the formation and reduction of viscous friction was
given. In [20], an initial experimental confirmation of the effect was given to justify the
choice of setpoints for active fluid film bearings.

The present study develops the issue and proposes an in-depth and extended look
at the effect of friction reduction in actively lubricated journal fluid film bearings. The
theoretical analysis shows in more detail the mechanisms of reducing viscous friction when
adjusting the shaft position in them. The numerical calculations illustrate the application
of this approach to both circular and non-circular fixed geometry bearings. The obtained
results and the conclusions made relate to the operating regimes of bearings with laminar
lubricant flow. The states associated with the transition to turbulent flow, including the
occurrence of Taylor vortices and the corresponding increase in torque required to rotate
the shaft [21], are beyond the scope of this work. The results can be used to further optimize
the design of fluid film bearings to provide reduced losses due to viscous friction. An
additional advantage of the considered approach is that it can be combined with most of
the other friction reduction methods mentioned above.

2. Materials & Methods
2.1. Subject Description

A fixed geometry hybrid journal bearing with active lubrication is considered the
main subject in this paper. A part of the load capacity in it is created by the hydrodynamic
effect. A controllable force impact on the rotor is created by the hydrostatic effect due to
the lubricant supplied under pressure through the injectors. Point injectors (inlet orifices)
are used for relatively light rotors, while heavier ones can be replaced by rectangular
hydrostatic pockets. The pocket size should be small enough to keep the hydrodynamic
effect significant. Active lubrication implies separate regulation of the lubricant supply
pressure in each supply channel. A scheme and a photo of an experimental sample of
the actively lubricated hybrid bearing (ALHB) are shown in Figure 1. Unlike ALHB, a
conventional passive hybrid bearing (PHB) includes a common collector for all injectors so
that the inlet lubricant pressure is equal in each of them.

The AHLB model is based on the numerical solution of the two-dimensional Reynolds
equation:

∂

∂x

[
h3 · ∂p

∂x

]
+

∂

∂z

[
h3 · ∂p

∂z

]
= 12µV + 6µU

∂h
∂x

. (1)
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Figure 1. Schematic (a) and photo (b) of an actively lubricated hybrid bearing (ALHB).

In addition to the basic assumptions required to apply Reynolds Equation (1), a
number of additional assumptions have been introduced to focus on the physical basics
of the viscous friction reduction effect. The problem was considered isothermal, also
excluding taking into account the rotor misalignments, cavitation, and two-phase flows.
The parameters of a basic circular hybrid journal bearing considered in this work are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Basic ALHB parameters.

Parameter Notation Value Unit

Diameter of bearing D 40 mm
Length of bearing L 40 mm
Radial clearance h0 100 µm
Injector length lH 11 mm

Injector diameter dH 2 mm
Lubricant supply pressure

(regular/maximal) p0/pmax 0.2/0.4 MPa

Lubricant type - Water -
Lubricant density (@20 ◦C) ρ 1000 kg/m3

Lubricant viscosity (@20 ◦C) µ 0.001 Pa·s
Maximum rotation speed n 3000 rpm

The lubricant flow in the bearing in this work was considered laminar. The maximum
Reynolds number of the considered bearing at 3000 rpm is Re = 630. The critical Reynolds
number Rec for thin film flows is usually estimated at 2000–2300 [22–24]; however, Taylor
vortices can start occurring in journal bearing at lower Reynolds numbers, in a range of
400–900 according to some experimental data [21], or theoretically more specifically, at
Re = 580 [25]. According to this, most of the range of the operating conditions considered
in this work, namely n = 0–3000 rpm, belongs to the purely laminar lubricant flow regime.

The externally pressurized lubricant supply through the hydrostatic injectors was
taken into account during the numerical solution of Equation (1) as boundary conditions.
The decrease in pressure as a result of throttling in the injectors and the bearing gaps was
taken into account by joint solving the flow balance equation:

QH = Qx + Qz + Qy =
πd4

H
128lH

· (p0 − pH)ρ

KHµ
. (2)
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KH is a coefficient for taking into account the flow turbulence in injectors:

KH =

(
ReH
Re∗

) 3
4
. (3)

ReH in (3) is the Reynolds number characterizing the lubricant flow in an injector; the
limit Reynolds number is Re* = 2300.

The basic equation describing the film thickness in a circular bearing is:

h(α) = h0 − X sin(α)−Y cos(α). (4)

For modeling the gap shape in non-circular bearings, the offsets C2, C3, and C4 were
used for elliptical, 3-, and 4-lobe bores correspondingly for defining the fixed lobes geome-
try [26,27].

In simulation model Reynolds Equation (1) was solved together with Equations (2)–(4)
numerically using the conventional finite differences method, using the ambient pressure
at the ends of the bearing and the adjustable pressures in the lubricant supply channels as
the boundary conditions.

A relatively simple proportional control law was used to adjust the lubricant pressure
in the supply channels separately at each control axis, X and Y:

p0 = KSVU0
±KPε. (5)

In Equation (5), KSV is a servo valve transfer ratio, U0 is a basic control signal level
corresponding to the PHB state, KP is the proportional gain, and ε is the control error,
i.e., the deviation of the rotor position from the setpoint. The variable sign in the degree
means that in order to create some control action along the considered coordinate axis, the
servo valve increases the pressure in one of the supply channels relative to the initial level
provided by U0, while another servo valve decreases it in the opposite channel. The control
system and the control process in an ALHB are described in more detail in [19].

Only a perfectly balanced and aligned rigid symmetric rotor was considered in the
numerical procedures in this work, so the load applied to bearings is provided by its weight
of 30 N in total. Its single-mass model was implemented by numerical solution of Lagrange
equations used for the calculation of its motion in bearings, also as in [19].

The described simulation model has been tested in [19,20] by comparing it with
different experimental results and showed good agreement both in the calculation of
pressure distribution in bearings and in rotor motion calculation.

2.2. Initial Numerical and Experimental Background

Initially, the relationship between the magnitude of viscous friction and the rotor
position in an ALHB was found during a numerical study of its controller in [18]. Due to
the presence of a pronounced friction minimum in the calculation results, experimental
studies were additionally carried out to confirm the effect. The appearance and structure of
the experimental rig are shown in Figure 2.

A torque sensor between the motor and the rotor was used to measure the friction
torque from hybrid bearings resisting the shaft rotation. The tested ALHB is located at the
free end of the rotor, while the motor end bearing is a PHB. The lubricant supply pressure
is controlled with servo valves. The rotor position is measured using displacement sensors.

The experiment carried out partially reproduced the numerical calculation in [18] and
showed the dependence of the friction torque on the rotor position in the ALHB. The results
of the experiment were partially presented in [20] and used as the basis for choosing the
ALHB controllers’ setpoints. The comparison of the numerical and experimental results in
a more visual and convenient form for analysis is shown in Figure 3.
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mentally.

The obtained results generally confirm the presence of a friction minimum at a more
centered position of the rotor. However, there were some shortcomings in the design of
the experimental rig; namely, it did not allow measuring the friction torque separately in
the ALHB, and the measured torque values were close to the sensor’s lower measurement
limit. The results did not allow us to fully evaluate certain aspects of the considered effect,
such as the location of the supposed minimum friction point at a certain distance from
the ALHB center, as well as the absolute values and range of change of the friction torque.
Nevertheless, the general nature of the obtained results provides grounds to carry out a
theoretical investigation of the effect of reducing viscous friction in ALHB when adjusting
the rotor position compared to PHBs. Theoretical provisions and additional numerical
results in this work are aimed to become the basis for an improved experimental study
and understanding of the nature of the tribological behavior of adjustable rotor-bearing
systems with various types of bearings. Section 3 presents a theoretical analysis of the
mechanisms of the formation of viscous friction in fluid film bearings of various designs,
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followed by a number of numerical results for circular and non-circular bearings and their
further discussion.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Theoretical Substantiation of the Minimum of Fluid Friction in Journal Fluid Film Bearings

The main equation for calculation of the torque created by the viscous friction forces
in the lubricant film of a journal bearing is as follows:

Tv f = R
x

S

[
h
2

∂p
∂x

+
Uµ

h

]
dS =

x

S

R · h
2

∂p
∂x

dS +
x

S

R · Uµ

h
dS = TPr

v f + TRot
v f . (6)

Equation (6) is derived using Newton’s equation of viscosity [28,29] and describes the
viscous friction torque caused by the viscous stresses in the thin film lubricant flow within
the bearing gap with a rotating shaft. As noted in Section 2.1, the lubricant flow under the
given conditions is considered laminar, so the influence of turbulence is excluded from
consideration. The first component of (6) TPr

v f shows the contribution of the stresses caused

pressure drops within the fluid film, while the second part TRot
v f describes the contribution

of the stresses caused by the partial entrainment of the lubricant film by the shaft surface
moving along the bearing walls. The resulting viscous friction torque Tvf resists the shaft
rotation in the bearing at the considered conditions.

The active lubrication system in the ALHB affects both directly the pressure distribu-
tion and, indirectly, the rotor position. The rotor displacements lead to a change in the gap
function h and, as a result, to a change in the hydrodynamic pressure distribution, which is
described by Reynolds Equation (1).

An analysis of the conditions providing minimization of the viscous friction forces (6)
in fluid film bearings will be presented below.

3.1.1. Plain Hydrodynamic Bearings

A plain hydrodynamic bearing is the basic system for a hybrid bearing. The ac-
tive lubrication system can be considered a superstructure that influences the pressure
distribution in the fluid film and the rotor position in the bearing.

If the shaft takes a steady position in the hydrodynamic bearing, then according to
Equation (6) and under the assumptions made, the pressure distribution depends on the
lubricant viscosity µ, the shaft rotation speed U and its position in bearing h. The first
two parameters are considered constant since they are set by the design and operating
conditions of the machine. The shaft position in the bearing is described by the gap
function (4). Thus, the equilibrium position of the shaft heq = f (U,µ,h0) is one of the design
characteristics of a plain bearing along with the minimum film thickness, hmin ≡ heq. In
this case, the condition for the minimum of Tvf can be formulated if the parameter h is
considered variable. The shaft can change position relative to the equilibrium in a plain
bearing under disturbing and/or control forces, for example, as in [30]. In this case, the
right part of Equation (6) TRot

v f will be a constant for given U and µ at a constant bearing
clearance geometry:

x

S

RUµ

h
dS = const. (7)

Thus, the condition for minimizing Tvf can be formulated as

h
2

∂p
∂x
→ min. (8)

The ultimate case of condition (8) is the uniform pressure distribution in the entire
bearing. Taking into account Equation (7), in a circular plain bearing, this is ensured by the
centered position of the rotating shaft when the film thickness is constant over the entire
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circumference, h = h0. With that, in non-circular bearings, the centered shaft position is not
associated with constant clearance.

In the general case, the most centered position of the rotor can be called the condi-
tion for minimizing viscous friction in a plain hydrodynamic bearing. In practice, this
configuration is of little use since the bearing forces and the load capacity are minimal
with a centered shaft position. The close-to-center shaft position can be achieved either at
high rotational speeds and/or lubricant viscosity, as an instantaneous (non-equilibrium)
position, or under external control, as in [30]. In this case, the rotor motion may be unstable
in the absence of restraining forces, and the bearing turns into a damper or a safety device
in the machine.

3.1.2. Hydrostatic and Hybrid Bearings

Unlike a hydrodynamic bearing, hydrostatic, and hybrid (combination of hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic) bearings, the hydrostatic forces provide a stabilizing effect even with
the centered shaft. Four lubricant supply channels create four pressure peaks evenly
distributed around the circumference in the considered hybrid bearing design, as shown
in Figure 4. Injectors create local zones with modified pressure regulated with the control
system and servo valves. The pressure ratio and throttling effect determine the equilibrium
position of a balanced rotor in the bearing.
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A change in the pressure and film thickness distribution compared to a plain bearing
also provides a change in the distribution of shear stresses in the fluid film and hence
the viscous friction torque. In particular, Figure 4a shows the pressure distribution in a
conventional passive hybrid bearing (PHB), and Figure 4b shows the pressure distribution
in an ALHB holding the shaft in the minimum friction according to [18]. This effect will be
analyzed in more detail below.

The contribution of the right part of (1) TRot
v f to the total viscous friction in a hybrid

bearing remains the same as for a hydrodynamic bearing. On the contrary, due to the
presence of multiple pressure drop zones in the central region of the hybrid bearing, the
structure of the shear stresses resulting in viscous friction differs from plain bearing. The
differences are primarily provided by the left side of (1) TPr

v f . A number of states of a rotary
system with the hybrid bearing were calculated to evaluate its tribological behavior:

(1) centered equilibrium shaft position, provided by operation of the ALHB control
system;

(2) centered non-equilibrium shaft position in the PHB;
(3) equilibrium shaft position with minimal friction, provided by the operation of the

ALHB control system, as in the case in Figure 4b;
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(4) non-equilibrium shaft position at the same point as in the previous case (item 3), but
in the PHB;

(5) equilibrium natural shaft position in the PHB, as in the case in Figure 4a.

The calculation results are presented in Figure 5 in the corresponding order, adding
the diagram illustrating the shaft positions in the bearing for these cases. The rotation
speed of a perfectly balanced rotor in all cases was 750 rpm. With it, the contribution of the
hydrodynamic effect to the bearing pressure distribution is relatively small, and the effect
of the hydrostatic component can be considered in a more isolated manner.

The pressure and film thickness distributions in Figure 5 are presented in a dimen-
sionless form, respectively, p = p/pmax and h = h/h0. Pressure distribution p = pcl is given
for the central cross-section of the bearing passing through the centers of the injectors.
This distribution characterizes the tribological state of the bearing quite fully due to its
symmetry and the absence of misalignments. The friction torque Tvf is presented as the
cumulative total of the integral in (1) for the same pressure distribution pcl at the bearing
center line. The resulting graph shows, in fact, the change in the integral sum of the mo-
ments of shear-pressure stresses in the central zone of the bearing when integration in the
direction of the bearing z-axis is excluded from (1):

Tv f = R
∮

2πR

[
h
2

∂pcl
∂x

+
Uµ

h

]
dx. (9)

A joint analysis of the T f r, p, and h graphs in Figure 5 with Equation (9) clarifies the
contribution of shear-pressure stresses in different zones of the fluid film in the circumfer-
ential direction to the total viscous friction Tvf for the various system states.

Figure 5a,b demonstrates that, like in a plain bearing, the resulting friction decreases
at the centered shaft position in comparison with its natural position, Figure 5e. Indeed, in
this case: ∮

2πR

h
2

∂p
∂x

dx =
h0

2

∮
2πR

∂p
∂x

dx = 0, (10)

because in a circular bearing h = h0 = const. Additionally, since the pressure distribution is
closed in the circumferential direction, and considering the assumptions made:∮

2πR

∂p
∂x

dx = 0. (11)

However, for any non-centered shaft positions in a circular bearing h 6= const. The
changing film thickness corrects Equation (10) so that:∮

2πR

h
2

∂p
∂x

dx 6= 0. (12)

Indeed, Figure 5a,b represent the centered shaft position. In the (b) case, it is a non-
equilibrium state, while in the (a) case, it is equilibrium provided by an active lubrication
system, which affects the pressure distribution. Since the film thickness is constant in the
whole bearing gap, a change in the pressure distribution does not lead to a change in the
friction torque. The stresses in the fluid film caused by the pressure gradient cancel each
other out. The friction torque value Tvf = 1.46 N·mm in this case, calculated numerically
according to (1), is equal to the minimum possible torque for a plain hydrodynamic bearing,
provided only by the shear stresses in the Couette flow.
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Further analysis of Figure 5 shows that for some system states, the combination of
clearance and pressure functions is such that the total viscous friction torque can become
even smaller than in the case of the mentioned centered shaft position. Figure 5c,d shows
the states with the shaft at the calculated friction minimum position at 750 rpm. In case (c),
like in case (b), the system state is equilibrium, provided by an active lubrication system,
and in case (d), it is non-equilibrium, for the case of the PHB. While the film thickness
distribution is equal in cases (c) and (d), the difference is in the pressure distribution. In
case (c), in the ALHB, the largest pressure changes occur in the divergent part of the bearing
gap. The zone of the greatest increase in pressure falls on the region with a smaller gap
than the almost symmetrical zone of the greatest pressure fall. The stresses caused by the
pressure gradient in the area of increasing pressure around the injector make a smaller
contribution to the total viscous friction torque due to the thinner fluid film. In Figure 5c,
this can be seen in the drop in the T f r value after this region in comparison to the (d) case
in the PHB, where such a drop is not observed due to a more uniform pressure distribution.
As a result, the total friction torque in the PHB is 1.88 N·mm, which is 29% greater than at
the centered shaft position and 53% greater than at the same shaft position in the ALHB.

Another effect seen in Figure 5 is the reduction in lubricant flow through the bearing
when the shaft is in the minimum friction or centered position. For the considered case,
the water flow rate changes approximately two times, from 4 to 2 L/min. This is primarily
due to a change in the lubricant pressure in the supply channels and its relationship with
local hydraulic resistances in the bearing gap near the injectors. In particular, to raise the
rotor above the initial “natural” position, the control system increases the pressure in the
lower channel and lowers it in the opposite upper one. The supply pressure to the channels
along the X-axis partially changes. Further, due to the displacement of the shaft in the
bearing, the clearance decreases, and the local hydraulic resistance increases in the area of
those injectors through which the greatest consumption of lubricant occurs in the PHB. As
a result, the total lubricant consumption is reduced, and hence the required power for its
pumping, which will be further discussed below.

The shear stresses in the fluid film caused by the shaft rotation at the minimum friction
position in the ALHB are partially offset by the stresses caused by the pressure gradient.
Thus, the total viscous friction torque in the ALHB is lower than the theoretical minimum
in a similar hydrodynamic plain and in a PHB. In addition, the theoretical minimum of
friction is practically unattainable in plain hydrodynamic bearings due to the minimization
of the load capacity at the centered shaft position of the rotor. At the same time, an ALHB
is able to provide an equilibrium shaft position at the theoretical minimum friction region
and maintain this state for the required time.

Another effect seen in Figure 5 is the reduction in the lubricant flow through the
bearing when the shaft is at the minimum friction position or at the centered position. The
water flow rate is approximately halved, from 4 to 2 L/min for the considered case. This is
primarily due to the controllable change in the lubricant pressure in the supply channels
and its relationship with local hydraulic resistances in the bearing gap near the injectors.
In particular, the ALHB control system increases the pressure in the lower channel and
decreases it in the opposite upper one in order to move the shaft above the initial natural
position, typical for a PHB. The supply pressures to the channels along the X-axis are also
partially adjusted. Due to the shaft displacement, the clearance decreases, and the local
hydraulic resistance increases near the injectors that provide the greatest lubricant flow in
the PHB. As a result, the total lubricant flow, and hence the power required for pumping it,
is reduced, which will be further discussed below.

3.2. Minimization of Viscous Friction in Non-Circular ALHB

The conclusions of Section 3.1 are related primarily to circular fluid film bearings.
The eccentric shaft position in them is characterized by the presence of only convergent
and divergent regions. However, in practice, non-circular bearings with various types of
bores are used. They improve the stability of the rotor motion with a certain decrease in
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load capacity and an increase in viscous friction [31]. With a non-circular profile, two or
more convergent and divergent areas may appear in the bearing. The implementation of
the active lubrication principle in them makes it possible to obtain more diverse ratios of
pressure and film thickness than in circular bearings. This gives more opportunities for
further optimization of the viscous friction parameters.

A number of friction-versus-shaft-position diagrams were obtained for actively lu-
bricated elliptical, 3- and 4-lobe bearings. As in circular bearings, the active lubrication is
implemented in them with four evenly spaced injectors. Although different local hydraulic
resistances are possible for different injectors in non-circular bearings, the simulation shows
that this has little effect on the quality of rotor position control. Adopting the control
techniques to the gap shape is not quite necessary, although it could be one of the possible
directions for optimizing active rotor-bearing systems.

Figure 6 shows the calculation results for the considered non-circular bearings. The
elliptical bore is characterized by the parameter ER = C2/h0, the 3-lobe by LR = C3/h0,
and the 4-lobe by WR = C4/h0. The C2, C3, and C4 values are the offsets of the boring
radii relative to the radius of the circular bearing R. For a more complete analysis, several
versions of each non-circular bearing with more and less pronounced geometric changes
were additionally tested. The simulation was performed for three rotation speeds of 750,
1500, and 3000 rpm. The minimum speed of 750 rpm is set to be high enough to provide
the rotor lift-off in the water-lubricated hydrodynamic bearing. The maximum speed of
3000 rpm was chosen because, under the conditions considered, the minimum friction
position at this speed was situated quite close to the bearing center.

A summary of the friction parameters and minimum film thickness of the tested
bearings is presented in Table 2. It shows the results for the rotation speed of 1500 rpm, as
this is the most representative mode. Data for other speeds are presented in Appendix A,
Tables A1 and A2.

Table 2. Parameters of the tested bearings at 1500 rpm.

Bearing Type h0, µm hmin, µm TPHB
vf , N·mm Tmin

vf , N·mm

Circular – 100 70 4.25 2.98

Elliptical
ER = 0.2

105
77 4.62 2.52

ER = 0.4 79 4.37 2.33
ER = 1 84 4.31 2.01

3-Lobe
LR = 0.2

105
75 4.89 2.65

LR = 0.5 76 4.74 2.44
LR = 1 77 4.58 2.15

4-Lobe
WR = 0.2

105
69 4.71 2.68

WR = 0.5 65 4.46 1.68
WR = 1 50 4.75 0.80

Figure 6 shows that the diagrams of the dependence of friction on the shaft position
in the ALHB have the same pronounced friction minima for all considered types of non-
circular bearings as for circular ones. In addition, one can note their characteristic shape
with local zones of increased friction at higher eccentricities. The number of such zones
coincides with the number of constituent elements of the bearing profile. This is due to a
local decrease in the gap when the rotor in the ALHB is positioned near the protruding
profile elements. In all cases, the position with minimum friction is located near the x-axis
and tends to move towards the bearing center with increasing rotation speed. In all cases,
the minimum friction points for speeds of 750, 1500, and 3000 rpm are farther apart for
non-circular bearings and also for more pronounced non-circularity.

The calculations show, as expected, that the load capacity of the bearings with a more
pronounced non-circular profile tends to decrease. This is manifested in a decrease in the
minimum film thickness hmin. The viscous friction torque at the natural shaft position in
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the PHB also tends to be higher than in a circular bearing due to the increase in pressure
gradient zones.
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As in circular bearings, the implementation of rotor position control using active
lubrication in non-circular cases allows the reduction of viscous friction relative to the
corresponding PHBs. At the same time, non-circular bearings demonstrate the ability
to achieve an even greater reduction in friction. Thus, according to the data in Table 2,
a reduction in viscous friction of up to 30% was achieved for the circular bearing. For
non-circular ones with comparable initial friction, the active lubrication reduced it by up to
47% for elliptical (ER = 0.4), 49% for 3-lobe (LR = 0.5), and 74% for 4-lobe (WR = 0.5) bores.
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At the same time, if the friction in the PHB increases for more pronounced non-circularities,
the ability of ALHB to reduce it increases in such cases. Therefore, the greatest achieved
reduction in friction was 53% for elliptical and 3-lobe bearings and 83% for the 4-lobe
design. The latter result thus shows a friction reduction of almost six times compared to
the PHB. This result stands out against the background of other bearings and, possibly,
can be associated with simplifications in modeling the geometry of fixed wedges, for
example, in the omission of the rounding of their trailing edges. However, despite the
possible computational inaccuracies, the result is consistent with the general trend when
the non-circular bearings provide additional opportunities in optimizing the tribological
state behavior when using active lubrication.

In addition, a number of diagrams similar to those shown in Figure 5 were calculated
for non-circular bearings to further illustrate the phenomena. The diagrams are presented
in Appendix B and show data for each of the considered types of bearings at 1500 rpm in
the configurations that provide the greatest reduction in friction.

3.3. Discussion

The obtained results demonstrate how active lubrication in hybrid fluid film bearings
can not only improve the parameters of rotor motion but also optimize their tribological
behavior. It allows the rotor-bearing system to achieve such states that the resulting viscous
friction torque can become significantly lower than its minimum possible value for similar
plain bearings without external pressurizing. The key factor for this is the relation between
the film thickness and pressure distributions that determine the stresses caused by the
pressure gradient in the lubricant film. The viscous friction forces in the bearing can be
reduced by optimizing the stress distribution through active lubrication. This technique
allows influencing the pressure distribution both in direct and indirect ways through
adjusting the lubricant pressure in supply channels and the shaft position, correspondingly.
As a result, more variations of film thickness and pressure distributions can be obtained in
the ALHB compared to the passive plain bearing and PHB.

In the general case, the minimization of viscous friction, in this case, is provided by
the coincidence of the zones of the largest pressure drops with the divergent area or areas
of the fluid film. Using this provision as a criterion during calculations provides more
opportunities for optimizing the tribological behavior of various fluid film bearings. Being
based on fundamental physical principles, this approach is likely to be applicable not only
to actively lubricated bearings but also to active bearings utilizing other control principles,
an overview of which is given, for example, in [32]. However, a detailed analysis of the
possibility of reducing viscous friction due to the considered approach is required for each
new control scheme.

It should be noted here that this work provides a basic theoretical justification for
the considered effect and characterizes the main possibilities of the approach to reducing
viscous friction. It is based on a number of mentioned simplifications and assumptions
that should be taken into account when evaluating the results for practical implementation.
Numerous studies show that such factors as rotor misalignment, turbulence, and multi-
phase flows in the fluid film can have a significant impact on the bearing characteristics. In
particular, they can significantly modify the pressure distribution and even the continuity of
the lubricant film, especially in the divergent part of the bearing gap, which can significantly
affect the considered phenomena of reducing viscous friction. On the other hand, the
externally pressurized lubricant supply to the appropriate areas of the fluid film can
possibly reduce the likelihood of the effects associated with its discontinuities. The influence
of these factors on the implementation of the described principle of reducing viscous friction
requires additional studies, also taking into account the design features and the operating
modes of certain rotor-bearing systems.

The influence of turbulence in this issue is particularly important in the context of this
study. The transition from fully laminar to turbulent lubricant flow in the bearing, including
the initial occurrence of Taylor vortices with an increasing Reynolds number, increases the
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resistance of the fluid film to the rotation of the shaft [21]. These phenomena qualitatively
change the tribological behavior of the rotor-bearing system and limit the applicability
of the presented results to purely laminar operating modes of bearings. The issue of the
influence of Taylor vortices and fully turbulent lubricant flow on the implementation of the
considered approach requires additional research, including extending the mathematical
and numerical simulation models. Additionally, while considering implementing the
described approach in a certain application, other factors that bring the transition to
turbulent regimes closer should be considered, such as thermal effects.

Further, a bearing with a relatively high h0/R ratio of 0.005 was simulated during the
numerical procedures because it corresponds to the actual parameters of the experimental
bearing considered in [19]. At the same time, the scope of this work includes only the phe-
nomena in thin lubricant films, which are usually considered in the study of conventional
fluid film bearings. In such films, the inertia forces in the lubricant flow are small compared
to the viscous forces, and Reynolds Equation (1) is applicable. Since the considered ratio
h0/R ratio of 0.005 puts the considered system relatively close to the corresponding limits,
additional numerical tests were carried out to verify the validity of the obtained results
for more conventional journal bearings. The tests have shown that for circular bearings
with thinner films, the ratios of tribological parameters remain the same, as shown in this
paper. In particular, in a circular ALHB with h0/R = 0.002 at 1500 rpm, the maximum
reduction in friction relative to the same PHB at the same Sommerfeld number is 29% (from
10.80 to 7.68 N·mm), which coincides with the data in Table 2 for the tested bearing with
h0/R = 0.005. Thus, in accordance with the principle of similarity, the results shown and the
conclusions made can be considered valid for bearings in which inertia forces in the fluid
film can be neglected according to their design and operation parameters [33].

Another interesting conclusion is that the reduction of viscous friction in the fluid
film of hybrid bearings is not the only benefit of the implementation of the considered
approach in terms of reducing energy costs. As the results show, a reduction in lubricant
flow can lead to even more effect in energy saving in absolute terms than the reduction
in the bearing friction torque. For the results in Figure 5, the viscous friction torque was
reduced a maximum of 2.3 times in the ALHB compared to the PHB, and the lubricant flow
was also reduced almost two times. The power losses for overcoming the viscous friction
Nvf and for lubricant pumping through the bearing Np are:

Nv f = Tv f ·ω; (13)

Np = QH · p0. (14)

In absolute terms, the corresponding power losses in the considered case were reduced
from 2.2 to 1 W for Nvf, and from 27 to 14.5 W for Np in a single bearing. So, the expected
energy savings due to the reduction in the lubricant flow is 10 times more than due to
the reduction in the viscous friction. With that, the last can also provide some indirect
additional advantages, like improvement in the dynamic rotor behavior under reduced
friction, the possibility of refusing from the lubricant cooling facilities, etc. It also should be
noted that the power losses in the lubricant supply pipelines are not considered, excluding
the impedance in the bearing’s injectors required for the calculation of the hydrostatic effect.
Such power losses depend on a specific configuration of the supply system and usually are
subject to optimization.

Most of the associated energy costs for the ALHB control system operation are ac-
counted for by computing facilities, the operation of sensors, and servo valves. The energy
consumption of these elements can be tens of watts. However, when scaling the rotor
system, the energy savings due to the implementation of the approach will increase, while
the energy costs for the operation of the control system can remain almost unchanged.
Thus, a brief analysis shows that the total energy balance can be positive starting from the
scale of the considered rotor system, and with its increase, the gain can increase.
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The final decision on implementing the approach in a certain application, both in
general and in detail, should be based on a set of requirements and the operating conditions
of the rotor machine. For example, the results indicate that a greater gain in reducing
friction can be obtained for more heavily loaded machines with more eccentric initial rotor
positions in bearings, i.e., characterized by a lower Sommerfeld number. However, as
noted in Section 2.1, heavier rotors may require the use of rectangular hydrostatic pockets
instead of the considered point injectors. The circumferential extent of the pockets affects
the pressure and shears distribution in the fluid film and, correspondingly, the effect of
viscous friction reduction. Results of numerical tests for ALHB with different pocket sizes
are shown in Figure 7.
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As Figure 7 shows, the circumferential size of hydrostatic pockets does not significantly
affect the minimal achievable friction torque value to a certain extent. An increase in friction
is observed when the total pocket area reaches approximately half of the bearing’s circum-
ferential length. Thus, it is preferable to increase the pocket size in the axial direction to
obtain more controlling hydrostatic force. Additionally, the zone with the greatest pressure
drops around the lubricant supply points in the circumferential direction should remain
significantly less than the size of the divergent gap zone in the corresponding direction.
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Since the considered mechanism of viscous friction reduction is universal for all fluid
film bearings from the point of view of its physics, further optimization of their design
is reasonable in order to increase the effect. The considered example of a 4-lobe bearing
shows that there is a perspective for optimizing the bore shape and the shape and location
of the lubricant supply channels to further minimize friction. This problem may be quite
challenging, so it can be solved, for example, by using the optimal design procedures [34,35].
In this case, a number of parameters, like the load capacity, lubricant consumption, as
well as other integral and dynamic characteristics of rotor-bearing systems, can also be
considered objective functions along with the friction.

Further investigation of the described approach requires more experimental results
and numerical calculations, taking into account a number of factors omitted in the present
work. First of all, it should be aimed to identify the realistic limitations on the practical use
of the considered approach to the reduction of viscous friction in fluid film bearings.

4. Conclusions

This work studies the mechanism for reducing viscous friction in actively lubricated
fluid film bearings from the point of view of fundamental physical dependencies. The
possibility of such an approach was previously revealed in numerical studies and is partly
confirmed by the experimental results. The key factor for the implementation of the
considered effect is the optimization of the distribution of the stresses in the fluid film
caused by the shaft rotation and the pressure drops. The effect was studied by analyzing
the fundamental equations of hydrodynamics and jointly performing a series of numerical
calculations. The results show that certain combinations of film thickness and pressure
distributions are able to modify the stress distribution caused by the pressure gradient in
such a way that the total friction torque resisting the shaft rotation in an actively lubricated
hybrid bearing can be lower than the possible minimum of friction in a similar plain
hydrodynamic bearing. The results obtained are valid for a fully laminar lubricant flow in
the film before the occurrence of Taylor vortices and flow turbulence.

Non-circular bearings provide larger variability in film thickness that gives additional
possibilities for optimizing their tribological parameters compared to circular ones. Accord-
ing to the numerical results obtained for elliptical, 3-, and 4-lobe fixed geometry actively
lubricated bearings, the last one showed the best performance in reducing viscous friction.
Calculations show the greatest decrease in viscous friction under ideal conditions for the
4-lobe bearing by almost six times, while a typical reduction ratio is two to three times for
other tested bearings.

It was also found that commensurate in relative terms energy savings can be achieved
when implementing the approach due to the concomitant reduction in lubricant flow
through the bearing and, consequently, in the power for pumping it.

The presented theoretical explanation of the effect of reducing viscous friction by
active lubrication gives a deeper look at the issue of designing high-end bearings and, in
particular, the analysis and optimization of their tribological behavior. This applies to both
adjustable and conventional passive fluid film bearings. In terms of adjustable bearings,
viscous friction can be considered an adjustable parameter or, at least, taken into account
during the development of controllers. For conventional passive bearings, the considered
effect can be taken into account during formulation and solving optimal design problems.

At the same time, the issue requires further clarification through experimental and
numerical studies, taking into account a larger number of factors to assess the perspectives
and limitations of the actual application.
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Nomenclature

List of abbreviations
ALHB Actively lubricated hybrid bearing
PHB Passive hybrid bearing
List of symbols
x, y, z, α Cartesian and angle coordinates
X, Y Instant coordinates of shaft center
V, U Shaft radial and circumferential velocities
O, O1 Center of bearing and shaft
h Bearing radial clearance (function)
heq Bearing radial clearance distribution at equilibrium state
h0, hmin Initial and instant minimum film thickness
ρ Density of lubricant
µ Dynamic viscosity of lubricant
QH, Qx, Qy, Qz Lubricant flow rates
p Pressure of lubricant (function)
pcl Pressure distribution along bearing centerline
p0, pmax Instant and maximum lubricant supply pressure
Tvf Viscous friction torque in bearing
TPr, TRot Parts of torque provided by pressure gradient and shaft rotation
Nvf, Np Power losses due to viscous friction and to lubricant pumping
n, ω Rotation and angular shaft speed
r, d Shaft radius and diameter
R, D Bearing radius and diameter
L Bearing length
S Bearing surface area
ER, LR, WR Non-circularity (Ellipticity, Lobe and Wedge) rates
C2, C3, C4 Offsets of non-circular bearings
R1, R2 Radii of elliptical bearing
lH, dH Injector length and diameter
K, KH Turbulence coefficient in bearing and injectors
Re, ReH Reynolds number in bearing and in injector
ReC Critical Reynolds number
KSV Servo valve transfer ratio
KP Control system proportional gain
U0 Basic control signal level
ε Control error

https://rscf.ru/en/project/22-79-00289/
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Appendix A

Table A1. Parameters of the tested bearings at 750 rpm.

Bearing Type h0, µm hmin, µm TPHB
vf , N·mm Tmin

vf , N·mm

Circular – 100 60 2.82 1.23

Elliptical
ER = 0.2

105
77 2.40 1.00

ER = 0.4 84 2.23 2.33
ER = 1 87 2.04 0.68

3-Lobe
LR = 0.2

105
67 2.62 1.07

LR = 0.5 68 2.55 2.44
LR = 1 64 2.47 0.74

4-Lobe
WR = 0.2

105
65 2.51 1.18

WR = 0.5 65 2.37 0.79
WR = 1 58 2.40 0.50

Table A2. Parameters of the tested bearings at 3000 rpm.

Bearing Type h0, µm hmin, µm TPHB
vf , N·mm Tmin

vf , N·mm

Circular – 100 80 10.02 6.17

Elliptical
ER = 0.2

105
84 8.90 5.36

ER = 0.4 84 8.47 5.02
ER = 1 83 7.82 4.49

3-Lobe
LR = 0.2

105
84 9.30 5.62

LR = 0.5 84 8.99 5.31
LR = 1 83 8.65 4.91

4-Lobe
WR = 0.2

105
82 8.84 6.27

WR = 0.5 77 8.19 5.70
WR = 1 67 7.96 5.35

Appendix B
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